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3.2 The Details of the Steplist Method and Advanced Analysis
3.2.1 Introduction
3.2.2 Specific Examples of Steplists in an Airplane Development Project
3.2.3 Steplists at the Integrated System Level
3.2.4 Steplists at the Equipment Specifications Level
3.2.5 Steplists at the Equipment Vendor Level
3.2.6 Reciprocal Relationships between the Three Steplists
3.2.7 Considerations

3.2.1

Introduction

In section 2.2 of Chapter 2, the author described the basic idea of Steplist Management,
the procedure to use it and ways of applying it. In this section, the author would like to
touch on a specific example in which this method is made into a hierarchy.
This specific example is drawn from the implementation of the Design to Cost technique
in the process of developing a very large system, which will be described later. However,
this example can be applied to small and medium-sized companies if the technical terms
used here are replaced by those of the industry in question. Because several companies
were working together to establish the system described below, the process was broken
down into three levels with each level connected.

3.2.2

Specific Examples of Steplists in an Airplane Development Project

3.2.2.a Hierarchy Found in the Example
The hierarchy found in the example is as shown in Figure 3.2-1 and the three levels are:
• Integrated System Level (the level at which the system is integrated)
• Equipment Specifications Level (the level at which equipment specifications are
determined based on the integrated system level)
• Equipment Vendor Level (the level at which equipment is designed and manufactured
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based on the equipment specifications)
3.2.2.b
The contents of the implementation plan at each level are virtually the same. A basic
model is shown in Figure 3.2-1. Vary the contents according to conditions at each level.
3.2.2.c Including the Steplist Management Method in the Implementation Plan and Its
Effect
(1) Make a complete steplist following the procedures described in section 2.2 of Chapter 2.
Then, make list item no. 7 in the implementation plan (Figure 2.7-2) as described in section
2.7.
(2) The implementation plan (in this case, the cost control implementation plan) is to be
approved in the first phase of the steplist (the phase in which one decides one's own
positioning). The development project is to be managed based on the implementation plan.
As a result, the people in charge come to perform, on a daily basis, the precise jobs that
are consistent with the evaluation standard set for the input and output of each level, and
the implementation process is carried out from one level to another.
(3) In development projects implemented by government agencies, the verification and
evaluation documents are drafted as supplements so that the evaluation standard and
other standards are more precise and objective.
The verification document shows the premises and procedures to verify the
appropriateness of the output of each level (In this case, the cost verification document
states what type of materials should be used and how they should be used in order to verify
the appropriateness of the cost).

3.2.3 Steplists at the Integrated System Level
Table 3.2.2-1 shows a steplist for aircraft development at the integrated system level [5]
which was made based on the previous analysis. This steplist is not only intended to
manage the development project, but also to include the Design to Cost method so that the
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average unit production cost of an aircraft at the point of mass production is integrated
with the targeted cost.
The column labeled "Content of Step" in Table 3.2.2-1 shows preliminary titles created
when this steplist was made. Table 3.2.2-2 shows how these preliminary titles correspond
to each phase of standard steplists.

3.2.4 Steplists at the Equipment Specifications Level
Table 3.2.3-1 shows a steplist of the equipment specifications level. This steplist
corresponds to Phase I-2 "Establishment of Basic Concept" through Phase III-1 "Production
of Aircraft for Test and Examination Completion" of Table 3.2.2-1. The column labeled
"Contents of Step" in Table 3.2.3-1 corresponds to the eight basic phases of the standard
steplist as shown in Table 3.2.3-2.

3.2.5

Steplists at the Equipment Vendor Level

Table 3.2.4-1 is a steplist at the equipment vendor level.
This steplist can be roughly divided into two parts, namely "Preparation to Join the
Project" and subsequent phases. Table 3.2.4-2 shows how Table 3.2.4-1 corresponds to the
eight basic phases of a steplist.

3.2.6

Reciprocal Relationships between the Three Steplists

Table 3.2-5 shows the reciprocal relationships between the integrated system level (Table
3.2-2), the equipment specifications level (Table 3.2-3), and the equipment vendor level
(Table 3.2-4).
3.2.7 Considerations
When the Steplist method was officially applied in national development projects, the
following effects were observed ([5] pp. 271-278, pp. 345.35).
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3.2.7.a Effects Found in the Implementation Process of Development Projects
1) It is possible to appropriately break the implementation process into phases.
It became possible to precisely accomplish the idea of "positioning the implementation plan
between two organizations" described in Figure 2.7-1.
2) It is possible to match the steps that are thought to be most appropriate and
complementary in each phase with each phase of decision-making process.
3) It is possible to appropriately connect steps by utilizing connecting points of phases as
connecting points of multi-step processes.
4) In order to make decisions based on the output of each phase, especially in the first four
phases of the steplist, it is necessary to compare more than two plans. This requirement
was made a mandatory part of the process by having a mechanism that requires creative
activities that result in more than two plans, and by allocating a part of the budget to these
creative activities.
5) It is possible to objectively set "evaluation standards for the output of each phase" in
detail so that the implementation process is carried out from one phase to another.
Therefore, it is easier to clarify which things need to be done in each phase than with
conventional methods.
6) As shown in Figure 3.2-3, it is possible to create better integrated plans and procedures
by combining the aforementioned characteristics of the Steplist method with the
characteristics of the PERT method and the Gantt Table (The scores shown in the Table
were given by a person who has used these methods).
7) If the PMD method and the Steplist method are used in managing development projects,
it is possible to make implementation plans and related instructions that physically enable
implementations of the following managerial functions:
• Risk Control (including cost and schedule perspectives)
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• Quality Control in the broad sense (especially implementing the requirements for design
control found in ISO 9000 and ISO 14000)
• Cost Control (previous management of mass production costs, development costs, and
lifecycle costs)
• Schedule Control
3.2.7.b The Relationship between the Steplist Method and the Basic Principles of
Conventional R&D
The following are the well-known basic principles for how program/project management
should proceed:
• The Department of Defense of the United States of America: MIL-STD-499A System
Engineering [6]
• NASA: NBH-7121.4 Guidelines for Project Planning [7]
Both require engineering plans that assure the precise and integrated management of
technical programs. Both also require implementation procedure documents that set
guarantees and evaluation standards for engineering plans.
It is possible to make concise procedure documents and related instructions that
physically enable one to realize the above requirements if the Design to Cost method [2]
and the DTCN method [1], which is the combination of the PMD method and the Steplist
method, are combined.
3.2.7.c Important Notes
1) The following are Important notes in applying the Steplist method to development
projects:
Approximately 3% of the development cost, or 10% of the total man-hours of development
engineers (See Note) should be allocated to managing the development project, including
the creation, comparison and selection of comparative plans and cost control (which
attempts to optimize the lifecycle cost of the particular output being developed and the
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development cost). The parties who requested the R&D project should call on those in
charge of development to present reports on their activities.
(Note) Both figures are based on past experience.
2) With this, those in charge of development are made to perform within the allocated
budget. As a result, the output, as an effect of budget investment, will be optimized.
3) In this section, the Steplist method is described in relation to ordinary development
projects. Therefore, for wider-ranging development projects or new development projects, it
is necessary to collect knowledge about the width and depth of thinking and actions from
the experts and parties involved before starting an R&D project. For this purpose, "A new
technique to create the Domains of Thinking and Consensus among the parties involved in
R&D," which is described in section 3.1, is useful. More specifically, insert methods to
materialize knowledge and the wisdom extracted through this new technique into a steplist
broken down into phases.
4) Once a steplist is made for a certain level of an R&D project, it is easy to make steplists
for other levels of the project, either from the top down or from the bottom up. In this sense,
the Steplist method can be applied to making national policies for technology and
administration.
3.2.7.d Future Perspectives
1) It is possible to format the Steplist method and examples of its application, and to
compile them as computer software so that this information can be reused. It is also
important to revise the contents whenever necessary, and compile the revised contents
accordingly. It is necessary to preserve data, such as the figures that are obtained through
planning and control, using steplists.
2) It is necessary to standardize formatted information according to the types of project,
and use this standard as a guideline. By doing so, software applications can be created. At
the same time, it is necessary to combine the achievements of this method with existing
software and knowledge of management methods in science and engineering, and to
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develop integrated software and groupware.
3) As the formatting and compiling process proceeds, it is feasible to establish an active
database that can be used for creating technology and administrative policies. In this case,
one important premise would be to include rules of periodic revision (every two years is
adequate) through the 3-5 Phase Improvement technique of the implementation plan in
question because technology, including software, and the environment constantly change.
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Figure 3.2-1 Hierarchy of DTC Activity including Vendor (Ref. [5])
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Figure 3.2-2 Hierarchical Example of Implementation Plan for Development and DTC/Cost
Control
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Equipment specification level

Equipment vendor level
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Table 3.2-1 Table of Contents of Implementation Plan for Development and DTC/Cost Control

Table of content of Implementation plan for Development and DTC/cost control
Chapter

1. The purpose of this document

Contents

・ State “the purpose of this document is to provide
the procedure and the organization”

2. Purpose of this implementation

・ State “the concrete purpose of this project”

plan
3. Related document／Referenced
document

・ State”according what ,this implementation plan
is implemented”

4. Basic policy

・ State the basic policy in the style of”verb+noun”

5. Organization of activity

・ Show the promoting secretary office,task team
position in the organization

6. Goal／Target and condition

・ Establish the target cost as the one of the goals
and production number with fixed yearly price

7. The objective and scope

・ Define what and scope

8. Development work phase and

・ Show the cleary divided phase by steplist and

contents
9. Development schedule by bar
chart (Gantt chart)
10. Requirements of “What and
How” in each intermediate
report and their formats
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state the contents of each phase in brief sentences
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Table 3.2-2-1 Actual Steplist for Aircraft System, Total
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Table 3.2-2-2 Correspondence between Eight Basic Steps in Standard Steplist and
Development Phase for Aircraft System, Total of table 3.2.2-1

１

Basic eights step standard

Development phase for aircraft

steplist

system ,total

1 st

step

information Approval of implementation plan

collection phase

document phase

Establishment of basic concept phase

２

Basic idea phase

３

Breakdown structure phase Deployment of basic concept phase

４

2 nd

information

collection

phase

５

Basic(matter, design)phase

６

Detail(matter,design)phase

７

Implementation phase

８
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Deployment of design phase

Detailed plan drawing phase

Detailed drawing
(Manufacturing drawing)phase

Production

of

aircraft

for

test
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examination completion phase

Review and corrective action Final examination and verification of
phase

unit production cost phase
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Table 3.2-3-2 Correspondence between Eight Basic Steps in Standard Steplist and
Equipment Specification Level Phase of Table 3.2.3-1

Basic eight-step standard
steplist

Equipment specification level phases

１

1st step information
collection
phase

1st Equipment information collection phase

２

Basic idea phase

Comparison of system structure concept of
Equipment and pre-allocation of target cost

３

Breakdown structure phase

Specification(draft) and creation of RFP
(Request for Proposal) phase

４

2nd step information
collection
phase

Equipment vender estimation／comparison
／selection and settlement of target cost

５

Basic(matter,design) phase

Design work at vendor and spcification of
controlling drawing or source controlling
drawing

６

Detail(matter,design) phase

Equipment production and engineering test
at component level

７

Implementation phase

Corrective action for flight test result

８

Review and corrective
action
phase

Review of production design and its unit
production cost
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Table 3.2-4-2 Correspondence between Eight Basic Steps in Standard Steplist and
Equipment Vendor Level Phase of 3.2.4-1
Basic eight-step

Equipment vendor level phases

standard steplist
01

0-phase

information

collection

phase

02

(Assumed) basic idea phase

１

1st information collection phase

２

Basic idea phase

３

Breakdown structure phase

Entry to join project phase
Co-operation work with upper system
manufacturer (aircraft manufacturer)

Proposal of implementation plan(draft)
concept award
Equipment concept drawing phase
・ Allocation of target cost breakdown
・ Selection of sub-vendor material and
part

４

2nd information collection phase

５

Basic(matter,design)phase

６

Detail(matter,design)phase

Plan drawing/approval drawing(draft)
Manufacturing drawing and
manufacturing plan
・ Manufacturing of product
・ Engineering test

７

Implementation phase

８

Review and corrective action phase
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Table 3.2-5 Relationship between Aircraft System, Total (Table 3.2-2), Equipment
Specification Level (Table 3.2-3), and Equipment Vendor Level (Table 3.2-4)

Chart 3.2-2 phases
Chart 3.2-3 phases
Chart 3.2-4 phases
(Aircraft system total （Equipment specification （Equipment vendor level）
level)
level）
I-2 Establishment of
1st Equipment
basic concept
01 Entry to join project
information collection
phase
I-3 Deployment of
02 Co-operation work with
basic concept
2 Comparison of system
upper system
(including
manufacturer (aircraft
structure concept of
allocation of target
manufacturer)
equipment and precost)
allocation of target cost
3
I-4 Selection of
equipment and
vendor

II-1 Work for detailed
plan drawing

Specification(draft)
and creation

4 Equipment vendor
1 Proposal of implementation
estimation/comparison/
plan (draft), memo of
selection and settlement of
understanding and contract
target cost
award
5 Design work at vendor
and approval of spec./
source control drawing

6 Equipment production
and engineering test
at component level

2. Equipment
concept drawing
3A Allocation of
target cost
breakdown
3B Selection of
sub-vendor
materials and
parts
4 Plan drawing
/approval
drawing
5 Mfg.drawing
and mfg.plan
6A Manufacturing
of product
6B Engineering
test

III-1 Production of
aircraft for test and
examination
completion

7. Corrective action for
flight test result

7.Corrective action
for the
result of flight
level test

III-2 Final examination
and verification of
unit production
cost

8. Review of prodction
design and unit
production cost

8 . Review of
production and
Verification of
unit production
cost target
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Table 3.2-3-1 Actual Steplist of Equipment Specification Level of Development
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Table 3.2-4, 1
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Figure 3.2-6 Comparison of PERT, the GANTT Table, and the Steplist and how their functions support each other

57

27

27

Total
score

Score

PERT

GANTT

27 points

27 points

Steplist
57 points

Each method supports the other
Note 1. Each method must support the
other the steplist has the function to
pick up the faultless elements,
assurance
Conditions and clear phase items,
which the other methods can not do.

PER
T

Question

STEP
LIST

Note
Note1

1

Is it useful to create a schedule ?

3

3

3

2

Is it useful to divide the induction approach and deductive
approach?

0

0

4

3

Is it useful for phased decision ?

0

0

4

Note2

4

Is it useful to pick up important activities and events ?

0

0

4

Note1

5

Is it useful to create a faultless process to reach the objective
results ?

1

1

4

Note1

6

Is it useful to pick up pre-assurance conditions for output items

0

0

4

Note1

7

Is it useful to pick up post-assurance conditions for output
items ?

1

1

4

Note1

8

Is it useful to pick up the connecting point of hierarchical items ?

1

1

4

9

Is it useful to pick up the input and output items ?

0

0

4

Note1

10

Is it useful to extract the evaluation standard for each stepped
phase ?

0

0

4

Note1
Note1

11

Is it easy to read the schedule ?

2

4

2

12

Is it useful to find the critical path ?

4

3

2

13

Is it a useful tool to adjust the schedule ?

4

3

2

14

Is it useful to adjust the aggregation ?

3

3

0

15

Is it useful to accumulate the know-how of the people
concerned ?

2

2

4

16

Is it useful for the intelligence of the organization ?

17

Is it possible to create computer software ?
Total score

Evaluation point :

Most excellent

4

Excellent

3

Satisfy

2

Acceptable

1

Not Applicable 0

Note 2. The steplist method requires that before making the steplist, concensus must be created
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GANTT
CHART

2

4

4

4

4

27

27

57

Note1

Note2

